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Interior design course beginners london

This is a very practical course delivered via informal lectures and engaging, creative projects.This course is ideal if you're looking to build a portfolio of design work or considering interior design as a future career, or simply interested in re-designing your own home.It'll give you an insight into the world of
interior design and inspire you with the confidence to present your own interior design schemes.Secure your place with a depositIf you're booking two months or more before the course starts, we can accept a £100 deposit to secure your place.The balance is due one month before the course starts.Our
standard booking terms and conditions apply.Email us to find out how: creativeshortcourses@ntu.ac.ukWhat will you gain?By the end of the course, you'll have created a finished interior design project and developed a good understanding of the profession, enabling you to pursue your chosen career or
pathway.Here's what previous attendees have said:"I enjoyed re-learning and un-learning so much. It's changed my view of design, the world around me and had a profoundly positive impact on my life. Lucy is a wonderful tutor - gutted it's all over!" CB"I enjoyed the supportive environment which helped
build my confidence, and the regular practical tasks that seemed simple but actually made you really think." LN"Lucy has been amazing!" NW"Really enjoyed it - thank you!" STutor profiles:After graduating from the Royal College of Art, Lucy Renshaw (Wednesday evenings and summer) set up a design
studio in her renovated 17th century home in the beautiful Derbyshire dales, where her focus is on colour.She works on bespoke interior design projects, upholstery and soft furnishing commissions, as well as running interior design courses.She's completed private commissions for Liberty London, Kew
Gardens, Mint London, Colin Firth’s Eco-Age and Serendipity Paris, along with selling her work to private clients and boutique interior shops around the world.Exhibitions include Masion et Objet Paris, ICFF New York and Grand Designs Live UK.Lucy has also published a book, 'Mixed Media and Found
Materials', commissioned by A&C Black.Lucy has a holistic approach to design and teaching, aiming for students to find the best in themselves, building confidence in their ideas, making use of what they have and feeling good about the decisions they make along the way.Helen Hollis (Tuesday evenings)
is course leader for the BA (Hons) Interior Architecture and Design course.She provides academic leadership for the course, which encompasses the design, planning and delivery of the course; working with the course team to ensure high quality academic support for students; as well as supporting
students pastorally.Helen spent 14 Years working for Allan Joyce Architects prior to coming to NTU, where she headed up the Interior Design Department.She worked on jobs in several different sectors, including hospitality, commercial and residential design.After graduating from NTU, Michelle Haslam
(Saturday courses) spent the next eight years as an interior designer at a CPMG Architects in Nottingham.Currently Michelle shares her time between running her own interior design business, Harrington and Haslam, and teaching at NTU on the BA Interior Architecture and Design course.Indicative
maximum class size: 15Need accommodation for a summer course?You can book a self-catered, single room with private bathroom on our city campus, right next door to our studios and classrooms. Find out more at: www.ntu.ac.uk/summeraccommodationAny questions?Contact the short course
team:Email: creativeshortcourses@ntu.ac.ukTelephone: +44 (0)115 848 2813 Alongside the UCAS application and personal statement, applicants are required to send a portfolio of 20-25 pages with an additional 10 pages outlined below. Digital portfolio format Your portfolio will need to be in landscape
orientation and saved/uploaded as a PDF file. You may have an animation or moving image/film which can be uploaded to Vimeo, Flickr or YouTube. Please supply theses links in your portfolio and make sure they are active and work on all platforms. Digital portfolio content Your portfolio should be
unique and personal and reflect your design interests plus the activities and methods you have undertaken, in other words, your process. Subject knowledge We pride ourselves on attracting a diverse range of applicants and our studio environment thrives off that unique mix of creative talent. We have
applicants from backgrounds in design, architecture, fine art, crafts and project management. You do not need to show conventional ‘interior design' work. You do need to share your understanding of the subject and what excites you about the possibility of creating environments and experiences for other
people. Show a place/space that has meaning to you. It is useful for us to see if applicants engage with interiors and are inquisitive about why and how they are designed and made in a particular way. Creativity We are looking for people with practical and intellectual ideas, storytellers who challenge
process and play with visual language. Evidence how you develop your ideas through sketchbook work plus photographs/film of rough models and prototypes. Making and prototyping Kingston is interested in you presenting your ideas through making and working with a range of materials as part of the
creative process. It is useful if applicants present making and exploring ideas digitally and physically. Including experimentation with a range of different materials process and techniques – e.g. drawing, printmaking, collage, 3D, digital works, photography, moving image. Digital skills We support CAD and
other software skills; however, it is good to understand some software skills you are already developing. Narrative, storytelling, or sequential work E.g. a series of images that are sequential, comic/graphic novel works, a story told in a single image, animation, moving image. Drawing from life E.g.
observational drawing, life drawing or drawing on location. Additional 10 pages to include in your portfolio Please include five pages or images which show a project that has somehow been transformational in your development as a creative. This should be presented from the beginning (brief) to end
(outcome), showing the process of how you got there. You may consider selecting a project where you tried out a new way of working and it was successful or you got great feedback from your peers and tutor or perhaps it was a real failure but you learnt a great deal in the process. Use the last five pages
or images to show us visually who you are, what you are interested in or what inspires you. Choose one thing that we should know about you. To make, take or find images that visually communicates this to us. E.g. drawings of a location you find inspiring, paintings of a hobby you enjoy, photos event or
moment you find interesting, or make a model of a favourite possession. How will your portfolio be reviewed? Due to the possibility of travel restrictions relating to Covid-19 the Kingston School of Art (KSA) courses will not be able to undertake interviews. The Course staff team and student panel will
undertake the selection process, considering the quality of your creative practice presented in your portfolio, your personal statement and your UCAS application with your supporting references. Providing courses for 21 years.  No visa requirements for our Skype and Zoom 1-2-1 sessions with highly
experienced Specialists.  We do not need qualifications we just need your passion for art and design. Courses from 1-2 days per week giving you a short certificate or Diploma. We can show you how to start and run business in London. We individually tutor you to become an Interior or Garden
Designer. Link to short courses or you may want to learn how to draw & use colour, amaze yourself how you improve your skills with our renowned specialists, SAVE  for Summer 2021. Telephone 44 (0)207 760 7487.    Special assistance to prepare your successful entry to University or for work.  1)
Drawing- Colour- AutoCAD- Revit- Interiors- Patios & Gardens- offer Summer 2021. 2) How to do- Plans/Elevations- Perspective Drawing- Portfolio- Sourcing West End. 3) FF&E (Furniture, Fixtures & Equipment) Join Students in a Residential Project. 4) Collect samples at Chelsea Harbour Design
Centre for your Design Mood boards. 5) Includes One-to-One tuition as required for the Student to perfect all the skills. 6) Update & Manage your Interior Decoration or Design Portfolio with the Client. 7) 21 years – students have been successful with Interior & Garden Design Projects. 8) COVID-19, keep
safe, enjoy & learn our Certificate/Diploma (1- 2- 1 tuition).  JJAADA Academy interacting with creative and successful adult students since 1999.  Link to – Recent Japanese Student’s Diploma Distinction – Portfolio Work Examples.  Students showing professional work.  Since 1999 in London, we
have provided our famous ‘Earn and Learn’ programme, compare your potential JJAADA Academy success with Interior Design Colleges, Schools, Academies in London W1,  Cert – Diploma course.  June, July and September 2021. Certificate 1 £2,730 (subject to availability).  Interior Design
‘Experience’ for Tourist Overseas visitors to central London,  join flexible Certificate/Diploma programme for learning and understanding Interior Design in London, Summer or Autumn 2021. Be ahead of all your competitors and have the best of the best portfolios, to take back to your own country.  Many
of our students from nearly 2 decades have their own Interior Design Practices. Visit our Social Media pages to see their success. Meet us to discuss your programme at the V&A in South Kensington.  Escape to Become a Creative Interior Designer! Our students have found amazing projects & also
exciting permanent full time employment, far beyond their expectations. Our Students are recommended for their professionalism worldwide. Summer and Autumn 2021, enjoy new ‘Lifestyle’.  Succeed with your New Career with JJAADA Academy & impress your friends & family for 2021. Are you
contemplating a Project? Join us and learn how to give a Brief to an Interior Designer, save a fortune on expensive mistakes on your ‘Interiors’ Investment.  We have success working with Clients (who become Bespoke Students) who we assist to understand the whole ‘Interiors’ Project experience saving
large amounts of money compared to using Specialist Interior Design Practices. Special Short or Involved Tutoring. Interior Design is the art of enhancing the interior of a space or building, to achieve a superior, more aesthetically pleasing environment for a client.  An interior designer is someone who
plans, researches, coordinates, manages this type of project.  Interior design is a multi-tasking profession including conceptual development, space planning, site inspections, programming, research, communicating to all the contributors, benefactors of a project, construction management and creation of
the design. To become an Interior Designer at an Interior Design College in London is to fully understand the brief that a Client (who is the beneficiary of the Interior Design Work) wishes to undertake with a property, to make the space operate aesthetically and functionally for its inhabitants in its moods
and practicality.  There may be a collection of different spaces working together or separately and collectively working in harmony.  The shapes, colours and textures will come from the culmination of the Designer’s creative awareness and their ability to assimilate information from the analysis available for
the intended project.  Success is achieved when the Client is satisfied that the brief has been implemented and ecstatic if the result is more than the total of the expected parts. Join us, one of the best Interior Design Schools in London for an Interior Design Certificate or Diploma Course.
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